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NOW, WHY IS THERE A MUSEUM
ABOUT...BEECHCRAFT AIRPLANES?

The Beechcraft

Heritage Museum is an

aviation museum with a

very distinctive focus –

the Beechcraft brand of

airplanes.   

Drawing the unique

"staggerwing" design on

a napkin, Walter Beech

flipped the traditional

biplane design and put

the upper wing behind

the lower wing.  In

addition, developing

the "cabin" class of

airplanes and focusing

on finishing details

made Beechcraft the

"Cadillac" of aircraft.    

   

The Beechcraft

Heritage Museum is

amazing for the

number of "firsts" in its

collection -- #1 Travel

Air, #1 Staggerwing, #1

Mystery Ship -- along

with "Duke," the last

Staggerwing ever built. 

Beechcraft still makes

planes today under the

Bonanza and Baron

lines, but the iconic

staggerwing design is

no longer in

production.  However,

you can still enjoy

watching them fly at

the museum's annual

Beech Party held every

year in October.   

BIG RED & GILMORE

Big Red 

You can't miss this giant red

airplane as you walk into the

front lobby of the museum. 

As the first vintage

Beechcraft Staggerwing

airplane acquired by John

Parish in the late 1960's, it

was flown until it took up its

permanent place in the

collection, Big Red's beautiful

lines and presence invites all

visitors to find out more

about how the museum

started.   

Gilmore 

Next to Big Red is a bright

yellow plane named

Gilmore.  Look closely for the

lion decal on the plane.   An

incredible story involving a

stunt pilot named Roscoe

Turner, a lion cub that flew

with him in the plane, and a

man named Deline all

contribute to fun history of

this plane.  

Beech Party  

Held in October every year,

the Beech Party is for any

aviation enthusiast.  Featuring

educational seminars, lots of

stories, planes fly in from

everywhere.
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SERIAL #1 STAGGERWING

The very first Staggerwing to come

off the line, this plane has an

amazing backstory.  Built in 1932,

crashed in 1935, parts salvaged and

put back together, a missing data

plate that mysteriously show up

later in the mail -- the stories

surrounding this plane almost

overshadows its sleek and

beautiful design.   

STAGGERWING

UNCOVERED

Whether you're interested in

restoring a Beechcraft or just like

to see how things are put

together (like me!), this model

shows the wood frame of the

plane without the fabric

covering.   

Museum Nerd Alert!  Some of my

favorite displays in a museum are

cutaways or stripped back

examples that show how

everything works inside.   

LOUISE THADEN LIBRARY

Aviator, racer, world-record

holder -- a fascinating woman

and one of the reasons the

museum was started.  Racing

and setting altitude and speed

records in the late 1920's and

30's, Louise Thaden donated

all of her memorabilia to the

museum documenting her

amazing aviation

accomplishments.  Definitely

check out her pilot's license

(and who signed it!)
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